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IZCHNXCA1 SOTS HO. .918. 

THR' STABIllTY OT ISÖTBOPIC OR ORTHOTROPIC CTLIKDIRS. OH.PLAT 

OB- CURTIS FAHRtS, BETVRRH AND" ACROSS STUTENIES, WITH ANY 

'RDGE 'ÖONfiiTIOHS'BÜTWÄijl' EIJIÖEB AND JIXID, UNDEH ANY 

• " -CMiBlHATION 0? COhPBESSIOH AHD SHRAR' 

•;"•*' .'• ••''•-'•  -By L. H. Donneli* '':     ".'..'•. '. 

.-••        INTRODUCTION 

1.   Most "theories" are derived for'rather simple idealized 
cases, and when it coses to applying them to practical prob- 
lems many Important, factors must be entirely neglected, or 
their'effects guessed at.' In this report a deliberate effort 
has been made to Include all the factors which are commonly 

•present,'' and which have an important effect on the final re- 
sult, "with as high a degree of accuracy as present knowledge 
of the subject permits. 

8.   A-theory covering such a wide range cannot' be expected 
to be reduced to simple formulas or charts.  It has been, how- 
ever, put in such form that anyone familiar with calculating 
and plotting'can study a considerable .range of practical ap- 
plications 'with from a few hours to a few days df work.  That 
la, the work involved is somewhat similar to that required 
for solving-a statically indeterminate structure,  touch sim- 
pler methods, of cours-e, can be developed for more limited ap- 
plications (see, for <5xo,ti:ple, rofericse 1 or 2) and these 
should be use-d where they an» applicable, ' 

3.   This theory is based on the energy method and involves 
a numbor of approximations., some rather .rough,' JTactors have 
been introduced t-d correct' As  much as possible tor  the errors 
involved in the method, and the' pT'incip.al ieffeets of the 
many variables involved, have been cons'idere'd in a ..reasonably 
Ja ••   ' ; —'—'—•  •'       '•—; - '—-— T-7-———: • r   

•Chance. Vought A'ir'praft ..and-. Illinois   •Ins-tituto   of  Technology. 
This  paper'wa._s. prepared] as   a   report   for Waco .Aircraft  Company, 
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rational nanner,  The theory ehe 
theoriet for numerous widely div 
there is good reason to believe 
ably accurate and conservative r 
Buch experimental cheeks as are 
belief.  The theory covers many 
for.which no other theoretical a 
for such eases presumably oust s 
analyses are developed.  Sven th 
and testing small portions of th 
serious question;.ae Is dlscusse 

«Ska closely with previous 
ergent special eases, and 
that it will give reason«- 
esults in the other cases, 
available confirm this 
important practical cases 
ethod is available, and 
erve until more refined 
a alternative of making 
e structure is open to 
d in paragraph 13, 

4.   In the following, the case of a complete cylinder is 
eonsldered to be a special case of a panel,  The few ways 
In which a cylinder must be treated differently from a 
panel are pointed out in their proper places. 

APPLICATION OF THEORY 

6,   This Is a theory of elastic stability and,, like other 
•ueb theories, assumes a construction with no Imperfections 
Of shape or elasticity.  Two factors,  Ki and Kg,  however, 
•re presented, which can be applied to the results of the 
theory and which approximately allow for the limitations In 
the elasticity and strength of actual materials and the 
other Imperfections present in actual structures. 

6.   As ;to edge or boundary conditions, the theory is first 
set up for the case of hinged or "simply supported" edges. 
However, modifications in the method of applying the theory 
«re presented which permit any dcujree of fixity between 
hinged and fixed conditions to bo evaluated, and its- cost 
Important effects to bo considered. 

7. It seems to 
difficulty of co 
unfavorable effe 
of any end flxlt 
do aoj in opposi 
ing with curved 
cancel each othe 
and are each fun 
is recommended t 
when the product 
obviously a cons 

be common prac 
nsidering these 
ct of Imperfect 
y which may be 
te directions; 
sheets, it is n 
r, as each may 
ctlons of entlr 
hat these effec 

Kx by XB     is 
iderable degree 

tice, probably because of the 
subjects, to neglect both the 

ions and the favorable effect 
present.  These two effects 
however, particularly in deal— 
ot safe to assume that they 
vary over a very wide ran;o 
ely different conditions.  It 
ts should be neglected only 
greater than 0,8 and there is 
of end fixity present.  To use 
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the factors  K, and Ks  and neglect end fixity Is in many 
ciiei very oüch overconservative, and It is believed that 
oy far the most reliable results can be obtained by con- 
sidering all these factors by the methods to be described, 

8.  'As stated, the theory 1B a stability or buckling theory, 
and does not consider the rise In resistance which nay occur 
in thin flat panels aft« buckling has occurred, owing to 
piling up of coEpressive forces near the relatively stable 
edges, or the development - of a diagonal tension field in 
shear, 

P.   The theory is developed for the case of stresses which 
are constant over the panel, and the question will arise as 
to how it can be applied to cases where these stresses are 
variable.  If no more accurate theory is available, the 
following methods are suggested; 

10.  If the stresses vary only slightly, assume them to 
be constant and of their average magnitude, or of the 
magnitude: 

(1) 

where Sav Is the average and 5Bax is the maximum stress 
of each kind on that panel, (It is obviously unnecessarily 
conservative to use the maximum stress; and, as the average 
stress might give somewhat uncunservative results in certain 
cases, the above is suggested as an arbitrary but reasonable 
compromise.) 

11.  When the stresses vary widely, study the case of the 
whole panel and of various portions of it, each considered 
as a smaller panol with a hin/red edge along the  artificial 
dividing line.  Consider each of these panels to be.subjected 
to uniform stresses of th*> magnitude given by equation (1). 
Then discard all the cases except the one which proves-to be 
most critical,  riaure 1 shows tho case of a shear web of a 
beam.  In figure la  Ss and S0  are the equivalent uniform 
shear and cojr.pressive stresses assumed to bo acting over the 
whole web,  Fl-jures lb and lc similarly show the uniform 
stresses assumed to be acting over portions of the web con- 
sidered as separate panels.  Judgment and experience usually 
Indicate the cases which are likely to be critical. 
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IS, In the buckling; of* curved sheets no 
ditlon of restraint at- the boundaries' ag 
rotational displacements' but also agains 

•la the plane of the sheet' must be consld 
theory,, it is assumed that all linear re 
sate -as' if each panel were a part"of a 1 

•which la divided into many such' panel's, 
flection, of which has nodes along the di 
This corresponds closely to the conditio 
actual stiffened monocoque construction, 
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lateral deflections, but are incapable o 
Appreciably'with displacements in the pi 
(because the sheet is obviously far stif 
reotlon than any stiffener can be). 
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136). 

14,  The question of the boundary restraint in the plane of 
the sheet is unimportant in the buckling.of flat panels but 
it is probably important, though usually neglected, in con- 
nection with, the ultimate jJt.ron.gth of thin flat panels, as 
the panels are then "in the "large deflection" range. 

EVALUATION OF THE ELASTIC PROPERTIES OF THE SHEET 

15.  In applying the theory it is necessary to.first calcu- 
late certain dimensionless quantities describing the elastic 
properties of the sheet.  For plywood sheets, we first sat 
down the following properties of the wood alone.  These can 
be obtained from reference 1, page3 13, 14, and 19,  The 
symbols  Bj, Ojj,  and so forth, are as used in this roference« 
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16.  E = Ei  1B the compression modulus, in the direc- 
tion of the grain, of the face—ply material.  This may be 
taken as about 10 percent greater than the values of bend- 
ing modulus given in reference 1, page 14.  Shear strains 
are probably nearly as important in the buckling of plywood 
sheets as in the standard wood—bending test.  However, a 
little increase over the bending value is Justified be- 
cause of the decrease in thickness and consequent Increase 
in density which usually takes place in the molding of 
plywood, and because the compression modulus of wood, which 
is dominant in a stability problem, is probably somewhat 
larger than the tensile or bending modulus.  Since an allow- 
ance has bean made for scatter in the values given in this 
reference, the results of using them in this theory will 
evidently also be corrected to some extent for scatter. 

(l = tiip^   for rotary cut voneer 

• lip.   for quarter sliced veneer 

o <= flj/B^)  for rotary cut 

= (SJJ/E.)  for quarter sliced 

e = 1/(1 - n'/e) 
(3) 

g  =   aL<j;/e   ~   (1 ~  (i£/o)(61T/BL)      for  rotary  cut 

I 
•   Ojjj/e     =      (1 —  n  /•)   (G-^JJ/ET)      for   quarter  sliced 

H =   2(*  +   4g 

17.  The following constants depend on both the material 
and distribution of plies.  For standard plywood (having 
plies laid symmetrically about the midplane and at right 
angles to ecch other) and if all plies nre of the same 
materinli 

A a (1 - tx   + ta - t, + ..)   + e (tx - ts + t3 

e (1 - tt + ta - t. 

(1 - t^ + tB
7 - t. . . ) + e (tx  - tj. + t. ,.>) 

(3j 

e (X-t,*+ tj3- t3
3 +,-. )+(tl

3- t2
3 + t3\>.4 
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A  and 3 are proportional to the extenslonal stiffnesses, 
and C and D to.'the bending stiffnesses of the sheet in 
the direction of the face grain and the perpendicular 
direction, respectively. . Obviously A+ 3=C+D=l+e 
for this case.  The numbers  t1, ta, and so forth, are 
the ratios, to the outside thickness  t,  Of the thick- 
ness with the outer plies removed, then-with the next 
plies removed,, and so forth, -as in figure 2, 

18.  7or standard plyvood having piles of different woooa, 
an average value-for the different materials can be used 
for u. e, g,  and  B without serious error, and 

A»[CL-t1)+ (ta~t3)Saa/S+  ..] + e •C«t1-t8)»ls/a+ ..] 

B«=e[(l~ t1)+ (ta-t3)E8S/E + ..] + [(t1-ts)^ls/S+ . J     (3 j 

C= [(l-tj')* (t3
3-t3

3)BB3/jB+ . J+e [(t,3- ta
3)al£/E+ ..] 

O-eCU-t/)* (ta
3- t3

3)EB3/3S + ..]+ [ft,
3- ts

3)E15j/3+ ..] 

where ES3     Is the value of  E 
pair of plies lying between  t- 

for the material of the 
and  ts,  and so forth. 

19.  If materials having widely different values of  u, e, 
and so forth, are combined, or' if the plies are symmetrical 
about the middle plane of the plywood but not at right angles 
to each other, calculate values of M . . Y, 2, . .. 3„, (ea.ua- 
tion 4) for each pair of piles such as the pair between  .• 
and  tj,  designating them by fcij ... YJJ,  Dltj ... 3„ij. 
In doing this, take  A = C = 1,  3=3= e,  use values of 
e, n, ;;, and  H  corresponding to the material of the ply, 
and take  8  as the nngle between the grain of that ply and 
sldo  b  of the panel, as in figures 3a, b.  Then for the 
whole plywood 

N - Z(*j-Aj)(*ij/*)*ij  * • £f*j,-r tj)(E1J/3)v1J 

»i = £(*i3-tj3)(Eij/2)Dllj,i... iJ8= «••1"-*j
->'fl1J/4)»#1J 

the summation being taken over all the pairs of plies and 
the. core ply.. .. • 
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20. If the plies are not symmetrical and not at right 
angles, proceed as for the last case, studying each pii 
separately and treating it as if it and its mirror image 
in the middle plane of the plywood formed a pair of plies 
like the previous one.  Then, to correct for having con- 
sidered thu images, which do not really exist, the final 
values of  !•., N,. .-.--D^-r. should be divided by 2. . 

21. 7or a sheet of Isotropie material of modulus E, 
Poisson's ratio \i,   and thickness  t, the above constants 
become 

e=A=B=C=D=l; c - £/ (1 - ns) ; g = (1 - n)/2, H = 2 (33) 

22, For applying the theory to the general case of any 
kind of a sheet,see the appendix, paragraph 90. 

23. All the quantities of equations (2) and (3) are in- 
dependent of the orientation of the sheet in the panel.  The 
following con.-, t ant s depend also on the angle  0  of the prin- 
cipal elastic axis of the sheet (the outer ply grain direc- 
tion for standard plywood) with the shorter side of the panel 
b  (figs. 3a, b).  These constants are, however, independent 
of the dimensions and loading of the panel. 

24. All the constants needed for the mos 
>;iven below, but only about half of then 
the average problem. In equation (5) the 
braces arc gero for the oommon canes of 1 
all 0° and 90° plywood panels, and all "ba 
wood panels. They may always be neglecte 
are less than 0.02. The quantity»! Aj.. 
53iJl is 5S15 4 EI.2bi5.ms, ÜJ2.4 iJ?§ quant It i 
521? i.S £S5S -? EE°J?.i ??!.§• All the quant it 
define extensiona.l properties of tjr.e shee 
only when there is curvature. The auanti 
fine fle.xural properties, which are requi 
as well as for cu'rved. 

t general case are 
are required for 
quantities in 

sotropic sheets, 
lanced11 45° ply— 
d if  X  and  T 

An  are jjsed 
-?!•'•  Ss 

ies except  Di.,,  De 
t, which are required 
ties  Dx.-.. 'Jr.    de— 
red for flat sheets 
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M= 4   [A   sin4   e 

S=v4 [3  Bin*  e 

P = 4     [(A +   B - 

q» 4     [(A +  B - 

• .X = 2   sin  6   cos 

Y = 2   sin   8   cos 

Technical Note No. 918 

+ B cos  8 + H sin* 8 cos2 8] 

+ A cos  0 + H sin  8 cos' 

H) sin2 8 COB' 8 + n] 

H) sin2 8 cos2 8 + g] 

8 [2A cos8 8-SB s^n« 8 -1- B (sin2 8- cos2 8)] 

8 [2A si ns 8- 2B coe" 8- H (sin2 8 

D, =483 [C sin  8 + S cos  8+H si n" 8 cos' 0] 

1 8)] 

(4) 

33 " 0.83 [2 sin4 8+ C cos4 8+H sin2 8 cosa 8] 

0«= 0.82 [6 (C + 2 - H) sir 8 + H] 

Os = 0. S3 sin 8 8 [20 cos2 8-23 sin2 8+H (sin2 8- cos2 8)] 

D8 =0.82 sin 8 cos 8 [20 sins 8-23 8- H   (sin     8- coe28)] 

These  expressions   simplify  a  great  deal   for  particular  values 
of     8.    "Per     8  =   0° 

«  =  4B;   N =  4;»j  P =  4n;   q 4g; X « T »  0 

B,   =   0.923;   D.   =   B, 0. 32C 0. 32Hj   TB   =   Be 

(40o > 

Tor     8   =  9 0 

(4BO°) •BO" 

M • 4A;   H • 4Bj  P =  4u;   q • .4g;  Z • T •  0 

D„   =   0.820;   3fc   =   B3   =   0.82B;   B4  =   0.82H;   35   =   B„   =   0 

For     8   =  45° 

K  =   iT  =   A  +   3  +   H;   F=A+B-H+4H 

. X  =   1   =   A -   Bi    q  --=   A  +   3 -   2n (4
4so) 

Dl   "   D2   "   D3   =   0.206   (C  +   B  +   H);   34   =   1..23   iCtD)- 0.41E 

DB   =   3e   -   0.41   (C -  B) 
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For an Isotropie sheet 

M = N = 4J P = 4u; ft •= 3(1 - n); X = Y = 0 

Da • Da = Da = 0.83; D4 » 1.65; Us = D„ = 0 
f4lBo) 

25,  The values of.K, IT, P, ft, X, and Y thus found are then 
used .to compute whichever of the following quantities are 
needed in the problem being studied: 

Ax   = Mft* As = P*ft - \Vt ft A3 = usq, - p"q {ftY2}-; As = P*ft - JITY"}.; As 

•fA4  • M.ftX - XY2;  A5  =  PXT - KX2;  A„  =  PftY - KftX > 

S1 = A3; ss m y.Ts" _ JTP
£
 + irft* + J4»xy - 4PXS - ftx8}- ; 

. Ba = IT*« - {NX*1 _   ' .    (5) 

r 2 3 a 1 
<B4  =  NftX _  ITPX  +  N Y - X   ;   B5  =  MX ~  FftX - P X  +  IfftYJ- 

Cj.   = Nft;   C2= (P +   ft)* +   V*XYh   C3=WQ;   C4  =  MS-P2-2Pft 

<C5 = ftX+ IfY; C« = -X
B; C? = WV - '2PX- ftX; Ce = MX + fty| 

CALCULATION 0? STABILITY STRESSES, HINSED SDGES 

2P.  After calculating the previous sheet properties, which 
can then be used for panels of any dimensions and curvature, 
the stability stresses are analyzed.  To reduce confusion, 
four types of problems are Considered;  case A, for unstiff— 
ened oylinie-s or panels with the longer sues  a  curved; 
ease B, for unetiffened panels with the shorter sides  b 
curved; and cases A' and B< for similar stiffened cylinders 
and panels.  Por all these cases. 

Pa  =   KiK^SaJ   Pb  ='K1taSi;   P„   =   K^S,, (6) 

where I 
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SB, Sj,, and Ss  theoretical ooiL.nressive stresses in tho 
directions of  a  and  b,  respectively, 
and the shear stress which will cause 
instability under ideal conditionr 

Pa, Pjj, and re  corresponding stresses which can be ex- 
pected to cause failure in practical 
construction 

27. Quantity S1     (tig.   6) allows for the limited strength 
of tho material and other imperfections in flat sheets.  In 
this figure  stheor  stab  ls thc *ho°rotlcal stability 
stress  S_, S-,  or  S„; S__.,  „*_„„ tu     is the correspond— a'  o*       8'  oat  strength r 

inj strength of the material under these types and directions 
of stress, that is, the crushing strength in the  a direc- 
tion, the crushing strength in the  b direction, and tho 
shearing strength in the  a  or  b  direction.. 

28. In some cases, a composite caterial ls Involved, for 
example, a sheet with stiffeners in the  a  direction,  Tor 
this case, there are two values of  Sa,  one for the sheet 
and one for the stiffener (as discussed later).  In such 
cases the value of Kr  for all the materials should be 
determined' and the lowest value used with äTT of then.  Some 
data on the crushi.-i,-: and shear strength of plain woods ar.d 
plrwood panels are given in reference 1 (pp. 14, -30, 38, and 
41).  ' 

3?.  Quantity %z    (fig. 7) allows for the additional effect 
of imperfections in curved sheets.  In this figure  a  ?.nd 
t  are the length of the curved side and thickness of the 
panel, while  t'  is a rough "effective thickness" for stiff- 
ened construction, to be used in studying buckling across 
stiffeners.  The values of  m  and  n  used are the critical 
values, corresponding to tho final values of  Sn, SD, or  Ss, 
as discussed In the following. 

CASE A 

30.  Por unstlffened eyjlimlers, and the buckling between 
stiffeners of panels with their longer siiien  a  curved 
(or with equal sides).  For this ease" shown in figure 3a, 
the stability condition ls 

saSa + sDSb + ss 
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where 

©'• ab 
2nrt (^ 

for cylinder 
) 

(8) 

and \  = 1  for cylinders and is given by figure 5 for 
panels,  X  being a correction factor allowing for the 
fact that, at the panel ends  b  the nodes must really 
be verticaldnstead of inclined, as shown in the figure 
and as assumed in developing the theory). The  A's, 
C's, and D's  are the sheet properties previously de- 
fined.  The  s's, a's, c's, and d>s  are functions (fig. 
9, or appendix, par. 114) of: 

be 
an 

(9) 

fwhich obviously represents the ratio between the half wave 
lengths of the buckles in the  b  and  a  directions) and 
of  V,  the tangent of the angle made by the buckling waves 
with t'he sides  b  (fig. 3a).  The  s's, a's, and so forth, 
can be found for any value of  8  and  Y  from figure 9 at 
the end of this report, the use of which is explained in 
figure 8 and in the example ßiven later.(par. 67). 

31.  For flat panels, the radius  r  is infinite and hence 
a = 0.  The right-hand side of equation (7a) then reduces to 

S(m3/\)ID1d1. 

32, Either the ratios between stresses  Sa, S^, and Se, 
or all but one of them, will be known; in any case the 
magnitude! of one of them is the desired unknown.  Every- 
thing else involved in equation (7a) will be known except 
for the angle of the waves, defined by  Y, and the numbar 
of half waves in the- a  and  b  directions  m  and  n. 
These must be. determined to make the unknown stability stress 
a minimum.  The usual method of doing this is to set the de- 
rivatives of this stress with resp.:;t to  Y,  m, and  n 
equal to zero and use these relations to eliminate  Y, ;.:, and 
n  from equation (7a). 

33. However, when so complex a relation is involved this 
proves to be impractical. The only way in which the pro- 
blem can be solved, therefore, seems to be to try various 
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values of Y, m,  and  n  in equation (7a) until tho values 
which make the stability stress a minimum have been found. 
This is laborious but by systematizing the work, as will 
be ' etionK trated, it is quite practicable. 

34. In most problems  Y  varies between 0,75 and —0,75, 
and it Is sufficient to consider the values 0, ±0,25, 
±0,50, and ±0,75 (adding ±1 for extreme cases, such as 
when combinations of shear and tension are present) as 
in figure 9.  Tor each value of  m  and  n,  therefore, 
these four values of  V  wculd be tried (the plus and minus 
values can be dealt with together in most of the work) and 
the smallest of the values of stress found would be selected; 
or, more accurately, the stress would bo plotted against  Y 
and the low point of the curve used, 

35. The numburs  m  and  n  can be only whole numbers.  In 
the case of panels, they can have any value except zero — 
that is. 

n = 1, 2, 3, (10. panel ) 

Combinations cf  m  and  n, r uch as 1, .?; 1, 1; 2, 1; and 
so forth, therefore would be tried, USIüR larger and larger 
values is long as the resulting stress decreases, but stop- 
ping as soon as it starts to increase.  In the case of 
small panels, it is usually found that the combination 1, 
1 gives values smaller than 1, 2 or 2, li it is then un- 
necessary to go any further, the values of 1, 1 being ac- 
cepted as the answer. 

36« In the case cf very 1 
of m and n may be fair 
a long time to reach them 
In some cases the apprexim 
known by previous experien 
might be used to determine 
instance, it can >e shown 

arge panels, the critical values 
ly large and so it might take 
by studying every combination, 
ate number of waves will be 
cc.  Rough approximations also 
the opproxim,"te number — for 

that  r..  and  n  will usually be 

of the same general order of magnitude  as « 
ya, 

O.la 

yi-t 
and 

*/r~  #*»•  However, the following method will generally be 
V De ,/rt ' 
found as simple and quick as any: the dots in figure 4a 
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represent various combinations of  m  and  n.  Now in 
order to be sure that any combination gives a minimum 
stress, the next combination in all possible directions 
must givo a higher value 'of stress.  Thus in figure 4b 
any of the encircled combinations would bo critical if 
the dotted ones adjacent to it all give higher stresses 
than it does.  If two such combinations are found, as 
sometimes occurs, both, of course, must be evaluated and 
and the lower stress chosen, 

37,  To locate such critical combinations, start with the 
combination at the origin (1,1) and try combinations along 
both the  m  and  n  axes, continuing along each axis as 
long as the resulting stress decreases, but stopping Just 
as soon as it starts to increase.  The low point thus 
found will usually be a critical point, but to check this, 
proceed from this low point nt right angles to the axis 
until the stress again starts to rise.  At the low point 
thus reached, branch off again at right angles until a 
"boxed in" point, such as in figure 4b, is finally reached. 
This process might be likened to the flow of a river in 
rolling country — it flows ulon«* ray  downward path which 
it meets until it arrives nt a depression without any out- 
let, where it forms a lake, corresponding to our critical 
point. 

33.  In an extreme case this p 
vestigation, successively as i 
the combinations shown by dots 
in the location of the two enc 
one of which will produce the 
combination.  In the case of v 
skip some of the points — say 
along the logarithmic scale of 
to (4, 1) to (3, 1) to (16, 1) 
point has boon approximately 1 
will probably never require a 
shown in figure 4c.  Kost prob 
of from 3 to 10 combinations, 
of time, to determine all crit 
sion and shear for a given pan 

rocess might involve the in— 
ndicated by the arrows, of 
In figure 4c; this results 

irclcd critical combinations, 
lowest str.-ss of any possible 
ry large panels it may pay to 

by making about equal steps 
figure 4, from (l,l) to (2, 1) 
and so forth.— until the low 

oc.-'.ted.  Practical problems 
complicated a search as that 

lems will require invest lgr-.t ion 
each taking a half hour or less 
leal combinations of compros— 
el. 

39.  In the case of a complete cylinder, if  a  Is taken as 
the circumference (a = 2rrr), the number  m  must bo even, 
and can bo zero.  That is, for this case 

LI=0, 2, 4, 6., 1, 2, 3... <l°cyl) 
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Tor the case when s .0  (which represents buckling lute 
a symmetrical shape like a sylphon bellows); the following" 
simple solution can be used: 

If 

</at 

TheiV if 

/ C,D. 

n < 1.. Sv = S 

'11) 

while if 

n > 1, St 2S •  h 
t y 

Tor other values of the sane procedure as for panels 
must be used, trying various combinations of  m  and 
such as 2, 2; .2, 1; 4, 1; and so forth,as previously dis- 
cussed..      ' • 

CASE B 

curved}— Tor this case figure 3b should 
be followed.  otherwise the only_ change from the procedure 
ä§.55£Ü2fid for case A _is .that  Jx 
must be substituted for  Aj , Aa.. 
tion T?aT7 therefore, changes-to 

and b. i*. 
and fiqu-i- 

saSa + sbSb + ssSa. = S + SDidi (?>•) 

.CASES A» AND B' 

41.  For buckling acrossi stiffenerg;- It Is necessary to consid- 
or not only the possibility of'bucklin,'; of the panel3 between 
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• 

stiffeners, but also the possibility of buckles occurring 
across both longitudinal and circumferential stiffeners, 
This is most likely to occur under a compressive stress 
in the direction of the etiffeners, but it can also occur 
under any type of stross, and is frequently the condition 
determining the design of the stiffener. 

42.  The treatment of these problems is the same as for 
cases A and B with the following exceptions:  For buckling 
across stiffeners which run in the direction of sides a: 
Instead of studying various combinations of  m = 1, 2, 3,rn 
with  n = 1, 2, 3 take n = 1  and study combinations 
of  m • 1, 2, 3,.«.  with  b = 2b", 3b", 4b',..., 
b> being the spacing of the stiffeners.  Then take  X • 1, 
and substitute 

(i • ÄÄ.1 s 

4Ea'Aa' 
etb" 

to the previous expression for  H 

«a'Vpa* \ •8*a'*•>." a "a <Ja. 

1 + 
S»'A •/   et

3b> 
(12) 

to the previous expression for H1 

TT'3n'Ja' 
€t3b' 

to the previous expression for  D4 

43.  For the case of simple stiffeners (made of one material) 
Ea1  Is the eomprossive modulus of elasticity of the stiff- 
oner material in the direction of its length.  For wood, it 
may be taken about ö percent greater than the bending modulus 
given in reference 1 (p. 14) since the modulus of wood in 
compression is probably higher than in tension or bonding, 
as previously mentioned. 
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44.  Tho effective eonipresaive modulur of the panel In 
tho direction of side Is  B. fcethods of doterminln- 
It are discussed later In this section. 

45.  The cross sectional area of the stiffenor alone is 
Aa',- while  ha  Is the distance from the center of gravity 
of the stiffener alone to the middle surface of the panel; 
pa  is the radius of gyration of the stiff ener alor.o about 
its centroidal axis parallel to the panel;  wa  Is t'.-.'-. ' 
"effective width" of panel which can he considered to ret. 
with the stiffener in oendin«; (not to he confused with othsr 
kinds of effective widths), and may he taken as 

-•.- 

whichever is the smaller. 

:.< 

sä 
(13») 

4?..  The tcrsional stiffness of the stiffenor coooinod with 
any portion of the sheet whieh may form with the stiffonor 
a tubular section is denoted with  Go'Ja it can ha com- 
puted hy standard methods of mechanics, for example, i..s 
rufsrence 4, part I (p. 370.) and pnrt II (p. 8T>) . 

47. Built—up stlffenor3, n.ada of more than one untorial, can 
first be converted to equivalent simplo stiffoners, or if 
pr.-.ferrod the quantities  Sa'Aa', Ea'Aa<pa

fe,  an'1  G'a,Jiil 

can he taken as tho total longitudinal, bending ond tor3i0n.nl 
stiffnesses of the complete stlffonor, 

48. Tor bue^liap: across stiffenors which run in the direc- 
tion of sid.-s  b: Ha'-.o     m  = 1  rni study oonbinaV-ons of 
n * 1, 2, 3, . . .  with  a = 2i:' , 3.n<, 4a',...  where  a»  la 
the spacing of these stiffonors.  Also take \  = 1  and 
substitute 

•The value of K     «;ivon by oquntion (*)    should bo U3.U, with- 
out the added tori of equation (1S>. 
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V    Evta' ' 

for  Si,  and add 

Efcta 

4E_b_^Ab_' 

eta' 

to the previous expression for 

/       a   a \  •       i 
/l +   h° /pD  \ v  Eh'Ah'ph 

1 + ii^i' 
wb / Ivt 

to the previous expression for  Da 

eta' 

to the previous expression for  D4 

where: 

a«. 

17 

(13) 

or 

D   nN* 

whichever is the smaller. 

(13") 

and the other quantities have similar definitions to those 
mentioned above, merely interchanging  a  and  ba 

49.  To study the possibility of buckles crossing .both the 
longitudinal and transverse stiffeners, combine the abovn 
changes.  That is, take  m = n = 1  and study combinations 
of  a = 2a>, ?a|, 4a<,..'  with  b = Sb», 3b<, 4b',rrr 
and make all tho substitutions of equations (12) and (13) 
(adding both terms to  34). 

•Use  JT without the added term of equation (13). 
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50. The values of  Sp  and  SD  obtained by this method 
aro, ns before, the stresses "in tho shoot when buckling 
occurs.  The corresponding stresses in the stiffonors, 
designated by  Sa'  and  Sb*.  of course would be, re- 
spectively,  Ea'/Ea  and  E^'/E^  tir.es as great. 

51. Values of Ia    and  B0  for 0° and 90° plywood are 
given in reference 1 (p. 41).  keterials like 45° plywood 
are very sensitive to the amount of restraint against 
lateral expansion or contraction (sny to ptiffeners running 
in the l.-.teral direction).  i-.••thcrto for calculating the 
offoctivo moduli of plywood under various conditions are 
given in reference 1,  It can be shewn that for ordinary 
4ö° plywoods, assuming that the lateral stiffeners have 
tho sa:..o effect as if their area were uniformly distri- 
buted 

Ea  ° 
4 c 

1/g +   4/AB - 
(1/g-  Q/AB)>  

4 eta' 

(14) 

1/g +   (J/AB   + 
Sh'Ah' 

with tho some formula for  £•(,  except that 
interchanged (in the last sub—fraction). 

and 

52,  In all tho foregoing calculations the same rules must 
bo followed as for cases A and B, that is, the symbols  a 
and  b  are to be used so that  a > b,  and figure 3a and 
equation (7a) are to be followed when  a  is the curved 
side, while figure 3b and equation (7b) aro to bo followed 
when  b  is tho curved side. 

CONS ICEHATI OS 01  EDG.S FIXITY 

53.  Tho most important effects of edge fixity along tho 
sides  a  can be considered by simply multiplying  Da  by 

•c- 
1   +   A 

2*i v\" n       a 1 wh^re     AQ  = 
Kn + ir'G./J./'bm" 

Dg et 3 a8n 
(15a) 
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Ar  is a measure of the fixity of the sides  a  and has 
a value of zero for hinged edges and Infinity for fixed 
edges, which would give values of  Ag of 1 and (l+ l/n) , 
respectively.  Tor intermediate fixities, the approximate 
formulas of equation (15a) can he used. 

54.  In these -expressions  Sa'Ja"  is the torslonal stiff- 
ness of the stiffener or other member to which the panel 
is attached along each .side  a.  A measure of any distri- 
buted elastic resistance to rotation which may be present 
along each side  a  is denoted by  Ka,  measured as the 
elastic resisting moment per radian of rotation, per unit 
length of the edge.  Such a distributed elastic resistance 
might be produced, for instance, by closely spaced wing 
rib members running between the edges  a  and the other 
face of the wing; for such a case  Ka  could be taken as 
thr e times the bonding stiffness of each cross member, 
divided by their length and by their spacing. 

55a  The value of  AB  given by equation (15a) is for the 
case when each edge member separates and is attached to 
two sicilar and similarly loaded panels; if the member is 
attached to only one panel, then twice the above value 
should be used.  If the two edges  a  of the panel have 
different fixities, then  As  may be taken as the average 
of its values for each of the two edges, 

56.  3U.il.irly, to consider the edge fixity along side  b, 
multiply  Dx  by 

(1 + S±i AV\ 
 B J) :,  where  Ab 

1 + A*  / 

• Jv«a.na K0 + TT^G^nj^Wan 

Dx C t3 b^m 
(15b) 

The various quantities involved have similar definitions 
to those of equation (15a), merely interchanging 1 and 2, 
a  and  b,  and  m  and  n. 

57.  To consider edge fixities along both sides 
combine the above changes. 

and 

SPECIAL CASE OF COMPRESSIVE LOADING OF SYMMETRICAL STRUCTURES 

58.  The foregoing methods simplify a great deal when applied 
to certain special cases.  One of the most common of such 
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cases Is that of eoaprossive loading of cylinders or 
panels having a principal elastic axis in the direction 
of the compression, for example, 0° or 90° plywood with 
or without longitudinal and circunforentinl stiffeners. 

59,  Tor this case V = 0 from symmetry, and hence 
X • 1, and cases A and B Become identical except for 
differences in symbols.  Using the symbols of ease A 
(fig. 3a), but now without any limitation that  a  must 
be greater than b,  It is found (from equation (7a<) 
by dropping the term 0.03ß*B1, which is not required and 
has negligible effect in this case) that: 

3b=-*-["- 2nr [C^ P*+C. /Ps+C„   2rrrtma 
3       * 

+ (D^'+Da/^+B«, 

60,  If the conditions for minimizing the buckling stress 
aro set upS namely,  oSB/cß

£ • dSb/cms = 0, they can bo 
solved In this case, and the following can bo obtained as 
the values which  m, n,  and  ß  would have if  m  and  n 
did not have to be integers: 

f • 
ClD4  -   C^  ~ JV^D«   -  0«DJ C,!),   -   04Dj 

(irf 
A, 

2lTPt  /<C1Pi;;+C3/ß,E + C^)(I'1ß,i+2s/ßISi+D4) 
;n' 

a*ß '; 
, ir. 

The buckling stress  So  can then be obtained from equation 
(16) by taking  m  and  n  as the integere (such as given 
in equations (10) pars. 35.and 39) which tra nearest to 
the values of  m •, n '  given by equation (17), and taking 
ß = bm/an, 

EXAMPLE 

61,  The foregoing description of the method of applying 
this theory doubtless gives an impression of erent com- 
plexity, a good deal of which is ascrlbable to the effort- 
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to keep It as general'as possible.  To clarify the method 
and show that it is practical to apply, a typical problem 
involving a medium sized plywood panel is completely worked 
out in the following.  Figure 10 shows the details of the 
construction.  Using equations (2) (par. 16) and reference 1 
(pp. 14 and 13) it is found for quarter sliced mahogany that 

E = 1.10 X 1,360,000 • 1,390,000 lb/sq in. 

H = 0.024! e. = 0.079; 1 - HS/e = 0.99 

e   = 1,390,000/0.99=1,400,000! g = 0. 99 X 0. 049* = 0. 049 

K = 2 X 0.024-4 X 0.049 • 0.243 

[2] 

P2,  The quantity  1 — p."/"  varies from about 0.99 for 
soft woods to about 0.97 for hard woods, and hence might 
be taken as unity for vor. u-n construction.  The numerical 
calculations Involved in applying this theory are not 
critical; and since the data will seldom be known to closer 
than a few percent, slide rule accuracy, with no more than 
three significant figures retained, is all that is required 
or justified in these calculations. 

From equations (3): 

A = (1 - 0.646 + 0.1S6) + 0.078 (0.646-0.156) = 0.548 

B = 0.078 (1-0.646' + 0.156) + (0.646-0.156) = 0.530 
[3] 

C = (1 - 0.6463 + 0.1563) + 0.078 (0.646 - 0.156 ) = 0.756 

D- 0.078 (1- 0.64P3 + p.1563) + (0.6463 - 0.1563) = 0.322 

BUCELINO BETWEE:: STIFFEHERS 

63,  For buckling of the panel between stlffeners, since 
tfte curved side is the shorter, case B, as shown in 

•This value of  Gjn/E^  given in reference 1 (p. 18) is 
used hero for .consistency.  It should be mentioned, however, 
that there is evidence that it should really be 20 to 30 
percent higher.  This would considerably change some of the 
following computations.. 

i 
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f-igura -lO»   is  used.     Since     8   =  45°     -equations   (44Ro) 
(par.   24-)' can  bo  used 

K  -  H •   1. 073+   0.243 1.32;  X =  Y 

P  •   1.078  -   0,243   +   4   X   0.024 0.93 

1. 078 -  2X0, 024  =   1.03 

».  =  D3 =   0.206   (1.078+   0.243)'=   0,273 

1.23   X .1.073 -   0.41   X   0.243  =   1,2*3 

36   =   0,41   (0.756  -   0.322)   =   0.178 

?rou' .equations (ö) (par. 25), 

31..«   (1.32S -   0.933)   1.03   =   0.9 0 

•B£   =   (1.32° -   O.P3B   +   1.03)   1.82 

[4] 

=   1.79 

2.56;   B3 • 1.32   XI. 03 

[5] 

CjsC;!   =   1.32   X   1.03   =   1.36;   Cs= (0,93+ 1. 03)     =3.84 

C4   =   1.32"  -   0.93* -   2   X   0.93   X   1.03   »  ^li04      -   . 

?rom equations (8) (pur. 30) and figure 10a,- 

14! 12;   b/a =0.86;   r 3 0; 0.19 

3   =   1,400,000   (0.19/14)' 26 0  lb/.sq   in. [3] 

14   X   12 

2TT3 0   X   0.1° 
=   4.7 

«4. Etl^e   fixity  and   the   correction  factors     K.    and  K. 
nood not necessarily bo considered in a problem such as 
this, but will be bare for completeness and to illustrate. 
their effect.  Considering equations (laa,b)(pars. 53 and 
59) and the nccocpanyln» discussion, since there are no 
crocs   meribsrs.ln   this   construction     X.,   =   Ki The she 
stiffness of Douglas fir, from reference 1 (ppk 14 and la) 
is approximately 0.06 x 1,700,000 = 102,000 pounds per square 
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inch, while that of 1/16 45° plywood will be nearly the 
same as for the panel skin, which is  0//4 • 1.03 x 
1400000/4 = 36O,,000 pounds per square inch, approximately. 

65.  Then, froir. reference 4 (pt. I, p. 270) the torsional 
stiffness of each longitudinal stiffener is 

S «Ja»  =[ht/e= Bbc
3G] = 0.32?x 0.875X 0.438' x 102,000 

1710 lb in3 (A) 

(the notation in the brackets is that of the reference). 
From reference 4 (pt. II, p. 279) that of the circumfer- 
ential stiffeners is 

&b"Jbn ht/e 
4A 

/ * ds 
Zh 

4(3 X 0.69) 

2X3 2 x 0.69 

36 0000 X 0.063  102000 x 0.44 

= 58,000 lb ina (B) 

and from equations (15a, b) 

x   1710   x   12  m 

A0 

0.273X1400000  x   0;193   x   14   n 

     TTS   X   57600  x   14   nB 

0.273X1400000   X   0.193   X   12* • 

= 0.4 0 

= 31.2 Ü- 
• 

[16] 

66.  The solution of the stability equation (7b) (par. 40) 
is r.Ost conveniently carried out in the tabular form of 
table I, and to sure time as much as possible of the table 
is filled in at one time.  Each column of the table repre- 
sents a solution of tho equation for one combination of  i 
n,  and  "Y,  The quantities in the different rows are de- 
fined at the left of the table, so that the table is nearly 
self-explanatory.  However, discussion of some points Is 
advisable. 
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§7«  The chart« of figure 9 (see back-cover pocket) can 
Be u«ed;n»t only to obtain the  a's, bis, t'l, and so 
forth, but owin£ to their logarithmic scale, products 
such as  A1a1, B3b3,  and BO forth, and quotients such 

,§f,: . .J,5+B/S,, "!S-n/Sj),  and so forth, are obtained di-^ 
rectly from the«.  Proper use of these charts greatly 
facilitates the work, and contributes more than anything 
else to make this method usable, 

68. ' A sliding scale must first be constructed, by simply 
cutting out the paper scale at the right of figure 9, and 
cementing to It n piece of heavy cardboard (such as used 
to back up pads of paper) as shown by the dotted lines on 
the scale and by figure 3a. 

89.  As indicated, the scale must b'e cut accurately along 
the line FP, and the side of the cardboard opposite PP 
must bo straight and parallel to PP,  The hole in the 
cardboard indicated in the figure helps to grip it for 
sliding it, as shown In figure 8b„  A non—aqueous cement, 
such as rubber cojr.ont or the common "waterproof! cements 
should' be uued^ or else only the corners of the scale 
comontcd, so as not- to distort the scale. 

70.  Next, spr 
the scp-le  on i 
9, say the one 
ue of £,  at 
holding the sc 
hand, place a 
and a weight o 
scale can now 
be properly se 
having the sam 

end figure 9 on a flat surface and adjust 
t so that one of the vertical axes of figure 
farthest to the left, is at the desired val- 

both the top and bottom of the scale,  Now, 
ale finely in this position with the left 
triangle against the right side of the scale 
n top of it, as shown in figure 8a.  The 
be moved up and down as desired, and will 
t for this value of  ß  for all the charts 
e vertical axis. 

71.  Now to f 
scale until t 
is opposite 
or  ba  on t 
V 'curve).as 
chock a few r 
.«V= «a f  e8v 
all that can 
explained bef 
is useless.to 
or three' sign 
percent. 

ind "1 he horiz 
1 on th 
c scale 
shown in 
eadinrs 
"..An ac 
bo qxpoe 
ore this 
try .to 

Ifleant 

or  bj,,  for 
ontal axis of 
e scale.  Then 
(at the inters 
figure 8b, I 

at this point, 
curacy of with 
ted with such 
is sufficient 

read the scale 
figures, that 

example, slide the 
the corresponding chart 
read the values of aj 

ection with the desired 
t is a good idea to 
using the relation 
in a few percent is 
paper scales, but as 
for the purpose.  It 
closer than to two 

is, to within 1 or 2 
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73,  Products such as A1al  are obtained in exactly 
the sane way, except that Instead of setting the hori- 
zontal axis of the chart at the point  1  on the scale, 
It Is set at the value of A,  on the scale.  The scale 
readings at the intersections with the curves are then 
the corresponding values of A^j, as shown in figure 8c, 
All values of V are taken care of at one setting. 

73«  In this manner, the rowB  B.b,, Bsbs, B3b3l CBc8, 
(AnB.)dx  of the' table are filled in before moving the 
sliding scale to another vertical axis.  The scale is 
similarly adjusted on the second vertical axis to obtain 
(AsD3)ds, 1.36(e, + c3)  and  0.178 (ds + ds), and on the 
third.to obtain Sgd3 (these figures are good for all values 
of  0),  Finally, it is moved to the last axis, and  C4c4 
and i>4d4  are taken care of. 

74.  After completing 
in the table, which ar 
and  S- are obtained, 
of equation 7b for pos 
respectively.  The las 
represent various stre 
can then be filled in 
on the fourth axis.  T 
carried out as before 
sontal axis of the cha 
changed.  For example, 
is sot at the desired 
quotient  S+/sg • S8 
shown in figure 8d, 

the various int 
e clearly indie 
representing t 
itive and negat 
t five rows of 
ss combinations 
with the last s 
his involves di 
except that th 

rt and its  Y 
to obtain  S+/ 
"i     curve on th 
is read at the 

ermediate operations 
ated, the values  5+ 
he right hand side, 
ive values of V, 
the table, which 
causing buckling, 

etting of the scale, 
vision, which is 
e roles of the hori— 
curves are inter— 
Sg  the value of  S+ 

ig  chart and the 
horizontal axis, as 

75, Ordinarily the positive shear (In the direction in- 
dicated in figs. 3a, b) required to buckle the panel is 
obtained from  S+, and the shear in the negative or op- 
posite direction required to produce buckling would be 
found from  S-,  The reverse Is true in the present prob- 
lem because the direction of the shear in"figure 1Oe is 
opposite to the.standard direction.  The critical compres- 
sion is always obtnined from  S+  or  S—,  whichever is 
the smaller, 

76, Having filled in the table for each combination of 
0 and n,  the smallest values of the stresses In oach of 
the last five rows are encircled, as shown, and the encir- 
cled, as shown, and the encircled values are plotted as 
shown In figure Ha.  A smooth curve drawn through these 
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five points then gives a graph showltir all combinations 
of eospressivc end shear stresses which can produce 'buckles 
Of the shape specified bv this combination of  m  and  n 
(minimised as far as the angle  V  is concerned). 

77. Such graphs are drawn for 
n and further combinations ar 
part of the new graphs came l^n 
•topping as soon as' all parts 
tide those already drawn. Thl 
previous discussion (par. 37) 
instead of individual stresses 
combinations of stress which w 
taneously obtained. In the pr 
results in figure lib, and the 
are evidently given by the irr 
of part of the 3; 1 graph and 

each combination of r.\     n .d 
e investigated as long as any 
side those already drawn, 
of the new graph come out— 
s is in accordance with the 
but by comparing such graphs 
, the minimum values .of all 
ill produce buckling^simul- 
eaent case, this procedure 
minimum stress combinations 
egular heavy line, consisting 
part of the 2, 1 graph. 

78. It might be well to go back now to get a little more 
accurate values for the critical stress combinations shown 
circled in figure lib, by plotting the stresses against the 
different values of  Y  and selecting the lowest point of 
the resulting curve, instead of merely picking the smallest 
of the stresses found for any of the  Y<s  investigated. 
Such a plot is shown in figure lie,.for the point doubly 
encircled in figure lib.  This is an unnecessary refine- 
ment for most practical cases, 

79. The stress combinations causing buckling under per- 
fect conditions having been found, the factors Hx      and 
Ka  will be applied to determine thepractlcal buckling 
Btress combinations. (See ties.   6 and 7.)  The material 
strength of plywood such as this, in directions 45° to 
the grain (which must be known to determine Kx), is not 
very well established.  However, the followinp values, 
estimated from various sources, should not bo greatly in 
error, and will serve at any rate to illustr-itt th? n.othod; 
shear, 3400; compression 2300; and combination o. oqv.nl 
shear and compressi on, 2000 pounds por square inch o.-.eh. 
The determination p.nd application of  Kx  and  Kt  find 
the final results for buckling of the panel between stiff— 
eners, are summarized in table II, »Good construction" is 
assumed; this category is intended to include all aircraft 
construction. The values of Jpraet stabt tne otresa com- 
binations which are likely to produce buckling between 
stiffeners in practical construction,, are also plotted and 
connected with a dotted line in figure lib. 
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~80£- The ability of the panel to support- more shear stress 
in one 'favorable** direction than in the other, evidenced 
b]r the lack of symmetry about the horizontal axis of the 
curves of figure 11, is due to its greater bending stiff- 
ness in the direction of the face grain than in the perpen- 
dicular direction. To eliminate this unsymmetrical behav- 
ior, it is necessary that  C = B. 

81,  It is of interest that both the condition  C = D  and 
.the condition  A = B  (which insures a balanced plywood 
as far as extensional strength and stiffness is concerned) 
can be satisfied by two unknowns, such as tx     and  t3  in 
a five-ply plywood.  Using equation 3 (par. 17) in these 
conditions it is found that  t1 = 0.81  and  tB • 0.31, 
That is, both extensional and bending balance.is obtained 
in a five-ply plywood having 9.5 percent of its thickness 
in the outer plies, 25 percent in the intermediate plies, 
and 31 percent in the core.  It can be shown that such a 
plywood would have about the same properties as the theo- 
retical plywood having an infinite number of infinitesimal 
plies laid alternately at right angles to each other. 

BUCKLING ACROSS STITfXNZRS 

82, Owing to the depth of the circumferential stlffeners, 
or bulkheads, there Is no danger of buckling across them, 
but the possibility of buckling across the smaller longi- 
tudinal stlffeners must be considered.  Since the curved 
side of the "panel" for such buckling would be two or 
more times 12 Inches, and hence longer than the 14—inch 
straight side, as shown in figure 10f, the case A' must 
be used.  The meanings of  a  and  b  are reversed from 
what they were before,  a  now being in the circumferen- 
tial direction and  b  in the longitudinal, as shown. 

83. The stiffeners across which buckling may occur run 
In the direction  b;  hence equations (13) and (13') 
(par. 48) and the discussions accompanying them are 
used.  Then 

* Standard 45° plywoods have the maximum buckling strength 
in shear when the face- grain is in the direction of the 
diagonal compression.- 
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a = 1; n = 1, 2....J n' = 12; b< = 14; r = 3 0; t = Q.19 

a  =   2  X"  12,   3   x   12,..   »   24,36,..;   1)  =   14;   V»  =   1*/* 

S  =   1,400,000  (0.l«li\)L=  50000/na   (equation (9}, pap.   30) 

14  a 
a  n —— =   0. 395a 

2TT3 0  X   0.19 
• 

Bn'An'   •=   (1.01.   X   1,700, 000)(2 X 0.439 X 0.70)   =   1,090,000  1b, 
roughly 

Eb'Ab'   •   (1,00 X 1,700, 000)(0. 975 X 0.439) = 683, 000   lb 

•*,   - 
4   X   1400000 

20;4  +   3.65  - (20.4 -  3.55) 

2 0.4   +   3.Ö.Ö  + 
4 X 1400000   X   0.19   X   14 

10" 0000 

=   342,000  lb/In.*(equation (l*)   par.   51) 

*»*?-*   =.ii7,600  lb   in,?(cquatlon(B)   par.   65) 

0tljrti   =   Ot"J-b"   =   1710  lb.ia.'fequationfA)   par.   65) 

pb   =   0.875/v'l2 •=   0.2b 

hD* =   (0.^75  +   0.1°)/2  =   0.53   in.s 

' 1  Ors  14       16 Q 
wb   =  r*T~ —   =  -—*-   f equation <13'i(pnr.   48)-   this   Is   alway: 

1.32   n n less   than     a<) 

ti   •   t  +   pfc  -   0.19  +   0.25   =   0.44   In.   (Bee   fig.   7.) 

84.     Freie  figure   lOf,   the  angle   of   the   face  grain  with  the 
8iae     b     is   now  -*'jc.  in6terd   of   45°.      The   only   effect   of 
tMfc   is   to  change   the   sign   of     X,   Y,   D&,   and   Df      in   equa- 
tion   (4)   cr   (44Bo)(par.   Si).     The   changes   specified   in 
equation (13) (prr.   48)   tust   also  be   cr.de.      Fron;   equations 
(4)   -nd   (13)   it   is   seen   that 
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1 + 6 83 000 

29 

343000* 0.X9X 13 y8*-1-« K   is substituted f °r  Sb,   and 

N =   1.32 + _.      4   *  6 83 000 

1400000X O.loTlS   "   l,M *   °-^   =   2.09 

'a *   0.273  +  /i   +  _     f°-53/^0. sö)
a 

I + £83000 n 
342 000X 571» X 10 

 ] _ü__ff3_000_X_o.25a 

._    I  14 00000 X 0.19J7Ia 

0.273 +   i 1  + __. 4.4 X 
1 +  0. Q?   „/ '3.7= 12, 5i    ''.7   t or  n = l     a 

1.23   + ""   1710 

1400000   X   0. 193~v~i7   =   1-s3   +   0.15 

'"' = 1.32; p 0.93; q . x 

12 

03; X = y 

1.38 

-0.178  f 
Bj = D3 = 0.273; Ds = 

The large Increase in  Dfc.  is to be expected, as thi 
represents the greatly increased average bnn/i<. nesa in the direction • 

elation r4], par. 63) 

From 
»otto» of ti.-";;?fj;"-«- *«ii»; m;^ 

equations (o) ( P'T. 25) 

" 1.32 X 1 03 s 1.40; A= = 

(1.32 X S.09 - 0.93» 

•s   = 0.93s X 1.03 
0.89 

1.36; 0. = 

3 ) 1.03 = l n;> 

i 83 as bef 

1.32 X 2 
"e; C, = a 

From 

0? - 0.93» 

'quation de«) ( 

2 X 0.93 

C«3 
09 «1. 03 «3. IS 

x 1.03 s 0 

P«. 53) and the ab 0Ve value. 
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D3CVEI0PKENT OP THEORT 

86,  The theory of curved shells is much more complex 
than that of flat sheets and cany minor quantities oust 
he neglected to make it usable.  The quantities considered 
In this theory are the same as are used in reference 6, in 
studying the torslonal stability of Isotropie cylinders, 

87.  JTigure 13a shows the notation used for case A.  Axes 
xa  and  xD  are in the middle surface of the sheet in 
the direction of sides  a  and  b.  Axes  xa  and  xg 
are also In the middle surface and in the direction of 
the face grain and the perpendicular direction, respec- 
tively (or in the direction of the principal elastic axes 
of the sheet).  The displacement of any point in the 
middle surface in these directions is designated by  u, 
vith corresponding subscripts, and the displacement normal 
to the sheet (radially outward) by w. 

88.  Quantities  £ and 
arfl the dlr*ct and shear- are the direct and i a.'       p • fxp 

lng unit strains, and  Ka, Kg, KaS  the curvatures and 

angle of twist in the  a  and  6  directions, while  fa, 

*8» Ax6  nnd  »si B3» maß  sre *° Represent corresponding 
internal' forces and moments per unit length of section In 
the face plies of a plywood sheet (fig. 2),  Other nota- 
tion is as used before, (gee Notation at beginning of this report,) 

8°,  Then, from HooJce's law, (assuming rotary cut plies) 

ap 
(*-*i)t 0 

«»ilarly, U8lng 9l-aea 

XT 

*"y Pi3ta theopy 

(18) 
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12 

(l-ta
3)t: 

v     ... *a0 
6 m 

^ 

f^l    ) 

S£  
n S — 3w3 

(IS») 

'roin  the 

•assumed.that 
reciprocal   th eorem  and  experi n,en*'.   it  can  b« 

Troii 

ULT&p 

Plate   ihe 

**riEi. »*M = üHVJJ, = ^/e -( 19) 

P.UMW e0Py   *he   *»*•*»«   at fain   energy   ln  th e  face 

'fa °e  Plies - i X /( + f-c ßeß + .'. o|»Cop  +  naKa-,r a"a-T Mp« e^s 

aP-   aß i d lxad*ß 

By usi 
°y ooivi 

»«• equation   (l?)   and 

(20) 

Values   of     f 

face  piles 

"«  e*ua«°ns   (18)   and   (i8,r   ,   a" * V   "a-• •     *ouad 
. >*e   ;,   in  equation, (20) 

f//f«- *i)( iMf.    + er. 

&"• 0<K„% e«ß     +   S|1)C   K 

By  leaking   si 
«"P  +   4^a3   ) 

(201) 

other  pii nilar Bjtfaulati ee,   and   addi 

ap   ;     did a"*8 
"•is   of   th 

o*  the-shoet   Za ?"""*;**•   total   U,   "!M"'f»   f   th 
o   straii 

L*    found   t 0   be ntornal   f-trai n  en: 

*//[(• +  Be P    +  2uer <*Ee + ««aß")) 

Ti(0 «a    +  3 Kß      +   2(lK a*ß   +   4g  it      «) 
(21) 

ß   ) i   dx„d a.a*ß 
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**«-  and  .».Si.«;,«  forth,   ?p\;«—   «ij.. 

A = 

*-»», 
—; s • rrv^'V"^»«-^ 

'^"«•SaOt 

: . s 

ri-^'^a')t»! 

(34) 

*ia«titles     3 

a Lä:»».try ttcsA" a* and     n/irectl«,   and"";-0    "'»oMan""" «"  *ha     •     fl 

torrlonal   .•?.8heot   in  t£*        .taea»«a   of     ,f'     Da.   3fl 

eui-vaturo   i.   ;.     ^       an*    u.   I to  deduce ,,   , (ffl0ment 

*•   Ul  -a      *.• 4, ,--»«    fI)     and     f,  » 
91»      Before   .-•.... < »*••   Si vlt*  other 8„  

pre"«i«»a  Crn Hl-r  ener^i,,-     tu        '   °an  bo   i„. 

ura*   strains 
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oust be converted to strains in the direction of the 
panel sides  a  and  b.  7ros, figure 130/ the following 
relation obviously exists between the coordinates and 
the displacement8 in the  a,b  and in the  a,ß  direc- 
tions: 

.' " .  ' •   • .       ..'••..   , . • 

xft = xa sin B — XQ cos 9; xD = xa cos 8 + Xß sin 8 

ua = ua sin 8 — uo cos 8; ut • ua cos 8 + Uß sin 8 

(32) 

Q2.  Differentiating these equations with respect to  za 

and  Xa 

txa    .  .  ox^ 
—-  = sin 8; = cos 
ö*„ <-*„ 

= —cos 8; -— • sin 8 (23) 
ox 

P 

i2a . iSa  8in   9 -iHfi  cos   St Ä» - ÜJScos   8+^  sin 3 
"a       öxa a,. ex,. 

öua  oua       6u9     „  cut  £ua     , . CUH  . 
•—= = —-•= sin 8 — —t cos 8; —- = —- cos 9 + —2 Bin 9 
bxg  öxp        öxp        exg  ßxß        &Xß 

(24) 

From the theory of partial derivatives 

dua _ dua exa   Sua cxD 

cxa 

c'U 

CXß 

öxa cx0 

a _ öua <*a 

cu0 

£x0 cxa   &xa 

_£u_b exj  _Bub jbx_b 

Ott. cx.b-  gu,, 

8xa öxß fcxh cJXe u p 

cxa öx0 

°ub ifa + 
ÖXa ÖXß 

ox0 cxa 

cub CX„ 

OXT, £X ß 

(35) 

Substituting values of  &xa/axtt...  and  &ua/&xa...  from 
equations (23) and (24) into equation (25) and solving the 
resulting four equations for  6ua/oxa, duß/oxß  and 
(öua/öXß + dUß/c*a)  it is found that 
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b v*b   6^; sln 9 °°« 8 
iHfi  -   out v'   . 
*i      S; sln* 9 + ~a con- e-^iHs +  öu,N 

a •    Wb       6^J  Sln   9C089     f26) 

W    «J   Ub   ^/8ln  »-co.°e)+a/o«j    6uv 
9 cos 9 

<?3.  The curvature of the sheet in the  a  and  p  direc- 
tions is, from the theory of conic sections 

(27) 

• n tercs of the «-pi««,"-..*;;. «« 2i 
ea  T" • - + _ • p 

"a   r
1 C   ~   Ml    ~ •    £ 

ox0' .ab 

e    _ cua   w a - ~» + _SL = «a . w  j 
ex    _    ,   + - sin a   'a   cxa   r 

e„ _ öUB   v, 
oxa   r=   »-. * — c 

fj2g   bub> 
\«b ~ S^J (38) 

:os o 

,:£ 
^*P   bxay  

2 J «in 9 

(2") 

cos 9 
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different «trains ovlng to the curvature; this can ensily 
be shown to result in the shear strain given. 

• 

94.  Substituting values of  öua/cxa,..  find  cua/£xa,.. 
from equations (28) and (29) into equation (26) the re- 
lation "between extensional strains in the  a,b  and a,S 
directions- is obtained: 

' ca = ea sin  9 + tb cos  9 + «al) sin 9 cos 9 

Cp = «i, sina 9 + fa cos
2 8 - Eatl sin 9 cos 9   (30) 

eaß = cab^slnB 9 "" C0Ba e) + 2(€b ~ ca)sin e 00s a 

95.  To obtain a similar relation for the flexural strains, 
the theory of partial derivatives cive3 tne relations 

0*W c    W      /OXaN o    W      /CX   - 

£x„a       c \bx~J ox* 
('112) s     & w    öxa   cxb 
\cxa/ cxaoxb  «a   Sxa 

Ö 

oxg 32    ÖXa
fe  \ÖXß/      CXhE \CX0/ i:Xo£xh ÖXH £xB aCXb 0Xß CXß 

ö  w c'w     3xa   öx&      c  w    cxb   fcxb £Sw      /cxb   OX. 
- 

ex acxg     bxa
a   £x0   c.xg     £xts   £xa   cxp        öxaoxb   \&xa  CJ 

S*a   Zxi\ 
öxa   CXg/ 

Prom shell theory the curvature and unit twists in the 
a,b  and  a,0  directions are 

d*w 
K0  = :     K 

cxBJs .•ib bxa6x0 

i * '< 

(33) 

(."cO 
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By ace of these expressions for. ö'w/öXg2,.,  and equa— 
tion (S3) 'in equation (31) the relations between the 
flexural strains in the  a, b  and  a, 0  directions are 
Obtained, 

Ka sin
s 6 + K0 oos

a 9 + 2 «alj sin 9 cos 9 

KB  • KD sin
8 a + Ka cos

8 9 — 3 K„'x sin ab 
(34) 

aß  -     eb *ab   f81"'  e  "*  c08     8)   +   ( *% -   Ka^   sin9eos9 

96,  Now substituting equations-{30) and (34) into the 
strain energy expression (21), the following is obtained 

•• • ~ ff fl/4  [W2 + Jfeb
8 + 2Peneb +  qeaD

a + 3X;c0ea0 

1    ts 
+  2Te. e„v   + — •   iD^o    + Dj,K0   + 37KaKb+ (34-D7)KaD -i    n~   c     . 

+   2D6KbKaD +   2D0«aKQb |>  dxadxb a«ab H (35) 

where  K,N..., Dx, EE...  have the value? ^ive:; in equation 
(4) (par, ZM) and  D7 is a similar expression which can- 
cels out lator.  Since only a uniform rotation of axes is 
involved the elemental area  dxadxb  can be substituted 
directly for  dxa,dxg. 

97.  7rom shell theory the external loads, represented by 
the stresses  5a, Sy,, and  SB  on the ert,-. = 3 of the sheet, 

do t;!e work 

2 7  ./      L       \cxa</ u   \oxfcy Cxa   cxtJ     a «b 

(36) 
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Th« work done by the pressure 5at/r (fir,, :',a) , if this 
Is present (there would be suoh a pressure in an appli- 
cation such as a submarine hull, for example), will 
practically cancel If there are many rares In a panel, 
or i.-.nny connected panels as in nemimonocoque construc- 
tion; it is the accompanying tangential compression, 
Sa  which is important for buckling. 

99,  In studying the case of buckling across stiffeners 
it is assumed for simplicity that their effect Is the 
same as if their bending, extenslonal, and torslonal 
stiffness were uniformly distributed over the sheet.  It 
can be shown that, for the sinusoidal deformation assumed, 
this gives no error when the slope of the waves. V  is 
«ere, and only a small error for the angles involved la 
ordinary problems.  Consider first the case of stiffeners 
running in the  a  direction.  The extra strain enerjy 
of extension, bending and torsion owing to the presence 
of the stiffeners is 

vt i//CJ •An» En'Ia' 
11 b« 

£ab dx. (37) 

where is the moment of inertia, about their combined 
center of gravity, of the stiffener and effective width 
of sheet acting with it in beading, minus the moment of 
inertia of the effective width alone.  The energy asso- 
ciated with the latter has already been considered in 
equation (35), and by omitting it he. e, equation (37) 
represents only energy additional • o equation1 ($*) 

99. In figure 14, taking moments about the center of 
Trnvity of the eombinatloi 

E»'A„' * Sa t wa (ha - 6) (33) 

then 

E •! > t w„ (h_ - S)e + 2 'A ' (8= + p *) (.-=9) 

Eliminating  6  between equations (38) and (39) 
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S    II    ' *a   *a 1 + has/Paa 

1 + -s—fl- 
Ba  twa 

-    Ea'Afl (40) 

100.  If the flange of the T-beam of figure 14 were 
Infinitely wide, and all materials ,iso,tr.opic, with. 
Poisson's ratio = 0.3, then from Karman's theory of 
the effective width of wide flanged teams,(reference 4, 
vol. II, p. 57) 

2 X, 0.363 i 0.363 £ (41) 

whure  [1] a   a/m  is the half wave length of the bending 
deformition. 

101.  However, this effective width increases almost 
directly as the relative shear stiffness and inversely 
as the relativ.? extensional stiffness' of the flange (the 
sheet in our case).  Hence, in this case' the effective 
width should be 

o.363 s. SiLl^IlM . * 5u 
o B. 

(42) 

where  3.10  is the shoar modulus of the sheet in the  a 
and  b  directions, .-.nd the factor  2(1 + 0.3) represents 
the ratio  Ea/8aD  fer the Isotropie material assumed in 
equation (41).  The stiffness, of the rib (the stiffenor 
in this case) does not enter these relations — as far as 
this action is concerned the rib acts merely as a means 
of applying extensional strains along the middle of the 
sheet.  Prom the derivation of equation (So) it can be 
seen that  Qe/4 = Gao,  while  he/4 = Ba/(l-n«/e) > Ia. 
It is therefore conservative to use 

w   = £ 311* = »3 a  B Kc/4   ml-i (43) 
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The rule of equation (13') follows fron this and ti.e 
obvious fact that the effective width should not De 
taken to exceed the distance between stiffeners I '•. 

102.  During buckling across stiffeners there will be 
an additional external work owin^ to the stress  Sa' 
on the stiffeners, of 

a  b 

103. If the anerjies expressed by equations (37), (40), 
(43), and (44) are added to those of (35) and (3f), this 
is obviously equivalent to making the changes in  Sa, K, 
Dlf and  D4  specified in equations (12) and (12<) 
(pars. 42 and 46),  The Chang«• specified in equations 
(13) and (131), for the case of buckling across stiffeners 
running in tho  b  direction, can be derived in a similar 
manner, 

104. If the share of the deformation were known, the 
condition for buckling would be simply that the work 
done by external forces, owing to the dof oricatl on, is 
oqual to tho change in internal energy, or  T = V. 
Since tho shape is not known, various shapes similar to 
those observed in experiments must bo tried by the 
energy method and tho one must bo selected which minimizes 
either the total energy change  T - V  or the buckling 
load (reference 6, p. 144).  The displacement normal to 
the sheet will be assumed to be 

= W rin «"(»a » Vxb) Blc njTXp 
a b 

(4b) 

where  m,n  and  "Y  are chesen to minimise tho buckling 
load.  This expression ^escribes a wave f.o.rm with half 
wave lengths  a/m  and  b/n  in tho  a  and  b  direc- 
tions, and with nocies parallel to the  a  direction and 
at a alope  Y  to the  b  direction (fi*;. 3a).  This 
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permits a close approximation to the shape« found experi- 
mentally In all the case« covered, by the theory. 

105.  As to boundary conditions for  w,  it will "be as- 
sumed that the nodes of the deformation always coincide 
as closely as possible with some stiffened, that Is, 
that the deformation will he as in figure 15a for Buck- 
ling between atiffeners, arid as in figure 15b for buck- 
ling across BtiffenerB.  According to equation (45) the 
nodes cannot lie exactly along stiffeners in the  b 
direction, but it is assumed that they do this as nearly 
as possible, straddling the stiffener as shown in figures 
ga and 16,- All this requires that  m  and  n  be whole 
numbers, or that  a  and  b  be whole multiples of  a" 
and  b *. 

THi CORRECTION FACT OB \ 

106. lor the case of buckling of the panel islween sLUSl- 
eners, of course, the node actually does lie all along 
the side  b,  and a correction factor  l/x,  is applied . 
to the buckling stress to allow for the fact that the 
deformation is not exactly as described by equation (45). 
Several things about this factor ear. bo told from general 
reasoning;.  It must equnl unity when- the slope V.  = 0.  In 
general it must be greater than one- (or  X mmust be less 
than one) when  Y • is different from zero.  This can be 
appreciated by imagining first that the stiffeners along 
sides  b  arc removed; the buckling stress obtained by 
using aquation (45) would be about correct for this phys- 
ical case.  If, now, stiffeners arc attached along these 
positions and thoir stiffness is increased until all lat- 
eral displacementn along these positions are prevented, 
the resistance to buckling is obviou3ly i.nc..sen.se.a.. 

107. This 
the slope 
more increi 
and less ii 
for the cai 
all these i 
or ( e) to : 
(a)s howevi 
such as shi 
to case (a' 
of nodes wi 

increase will evide 
V.- Also it seems 
ase in a case such 
ncrease for a case 
SB shown at (a) alt 
cases.  There Is no 
require a much diff 
er, it is reasonebl 
ownAVould require 1 
), since much less 
ould be necessitate 

ntly be larger, the larger 
obvious that there will be• 
as.shown at (b), figure 16, 
such as shown at (c).than . 
hough y     is the same for 
reason to expect cases (d) 

ereiit correction from case 
e to believe-that a case 
ittle correction compared 
readjustment in the position 
d.  All these and other 
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•aonon sense" reasonings are satisfied if it is assumed 
that  l/X  or  X  is some function of the ratio to the 
total area, of the area which would hare to be swept 
through in moving nodes from the positions described by 
equation (45) to their true positions (or the areas shown 
•haded in fig* 16), 

108, Jor the cases such as figure 16a, b,, 
ratio is 

and  e  this 

(4 X 1/3 X b/2 X b/2 Y)/(ab)= 2% 
2a 

and  X  could be therefore taken as a function of  bY/a. 
It will be found that the reduction in «adjustment area" 
which is possible in special cases, such as figure 16f, 
is very  nearly compensated for by dividing this by a 
factor  n>, plotted in figure 5a. 

109,  The values of  X  in the left half o 
were obtained by comparing the present tho 
correct values for the buckling of an isot 
under shear.  Near the middle of figure 5b 
rectlon amounts to a .good deal, the curve 
what higher (that is, on the conservative 
comparison indicated, because of the uncer 
in using such results for other cases.  Fo 
of  bY/an •  the boundary condition correct 
cussed is unimportant, and the opposite te 
method solutions to give too high a value 
load becomes dominant, so that  l/x  rises 
unity.  It comes back to unity when Y  an 
zero, because the shape given by equation 
the axact solution. 

f figure. 5b 
ory  v.'ith known 
ropic flat panel 
whem the cor— 

was drawn some- 
side) than this 
tainty involved 
r small values 
ion Just dis— 
ndency of energy 
for the buckling 

c little above 
a bY/an' are. 
(45) then becomes 

110. Figure 17 shows a comparison between results obtained 
,by using figure 5b with the present theory, and the best 
known values for this case.  It will be seen that the pres- 
ent theory is probably about right for large values of  a/b, 
which involve use of the leftmost part of figure 5b, and is 
quite conservative for small values of  a/b,  involving the 
use of points near the middle of figurs 5b. 

111, The right hand side of figure 5b was conservatively 
extrapolated from the already conservative left side, re- 
membering also that  l/x  should not become negative; it 
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was Included for completeness, but it Is not needed for 
most practical problems, as the critical conditions will 
be found to lie In the left side of this figure.  This 
correction factor is admittedly very rough; but as In- 
dicated it only amounts to as much as 30 percent or so 
in a few applications, and there is little doubt that at 
least that much is Justified for such cases. 

112.  We must now complete our expressions for the dis- 
placement.  As previously discussed, In the case of 
curved shells, displacements In the plane of the sheet 
must be considered as well as in the normal direction. 
These will be assumed to be 

..   o     am(xa + Yxx)  ,  snixb 
u„ • U_ cos  —* •* sin • . • 

a o 

»(*» + Yxb) 
(46) 

nnr 

where the quantities Ua and U0, d 
nitudes of these displacements, will 
minimizing the energy. These express 
general relation to the expression fo 
ment (equation (45)) as the correspond 
found in exact solutions of shell pro 
they permit a large reduction in the 
close to the correct value. The boun 
ua and u0 specified in the first p 
(par, 12) are automatically satisfied 
(46). 

esc'ribing the mag- 
be determined by 
ions bear the same 
r normal displace— 
ing expressions 
bless, and since 
energy they oust be 
dary conditions for 
art of this report 
by using equation 

113.  Equations (45) and (4P) can now be substituted into 
the expressions (33) and (32) for  «a... ,  «a...  and the 
resulting quantities can te substituted into the expression 
for total energy ohange during the buckling displacement. 
Usin,? the correction factor  A,  this energy change can now 
be taken as  T - V/\,  where  T  and  T are given by equa- 
tions (35) and (36).  By making theso substitutions, carry- 
ing out the integrations and simplifying;,. t.h.e, total energy 
ch.int;c is found equal to certain constant factors times 
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I 

;.V I ßSSa+  (1 ••iS*.)8»*j8»^,j - «^ -|j_>»(BVa—V)S 

+ 'TO,,* (1 +  ßV)  +  2PUb(ßüa - V) + (4Ubß(ßÜ^+ 3Va) . . 

+  qüa
a  (1+ ßV) + 2XUbßY(ßtfb + 2üa) + 8TBTBrVOUft- »1~^ V«V 

+  Vs  fl^ß8  +  D£  (1 + 

+   Ds(2ßaY3 +  67)   +  D62ß"Y (l 

ßV)S/ßS  +  D84T"+D4(1  +  ßV) 

(47) 

[; 

114.  Setting the-derivatives of expression (47) with 
respect to V,   Ua  and V-D     equal to zero, eliminating 
V       and  U^  between the resulting three equations and 
simplifying, results in the following expression (except 
for the term 0.03 ß^C^, which has been addoi for reasons 
discussed later) "•• 

ß*3a+(l + P^?3Sb + 28*VSB - «X, 

Aißqye+Aa(l+ß"A'
a)VS+A3(l+ß

SV'':)S/ßn+A42ß
;;y:3+AslW

a+Ae2Y 

Ca(ß
a+0.03ß4.)+CaßBY3+a,(l+ßsy::)3/ß-!+04(l-'3BY2)+fe2ß:iy:5+08W

2*C72Y+Ce2ß
::Y 

X (~)*+ »jfl'+D.Ü + l»V)8/&8 + D3UY 
3+ D4(l'+ ß

3^) , 

+ DE(2ß
3Y3+ £Y) -H Ds2ß

3Yj (7a') 

where  A1..,A,, 0,(aa'07  have the values given in equation 
(5)(par, 25).  This is the same equation as (7a) (par, 30) am< 
the values of  sa.., Ax..., c1...,   d1#. (which are charted in 
fi£. 9) are as indicated in equation (7a>).  The added term 
0. 0;<ß  Cx  has a negligible effect in ordinary problems, 
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but has been arbitrarily added because it was found to 
greetly improve the accuracy in such extreme applications 
as the torsion of long tubes.  It obviously has a conserv- 
ative effect in any case.' 

115.  Case B.  This case is developed in a manner similar 
to cape A and the result is the same as =-ivon in equation 
(7a») except that the numerator of the lon,~ fraction is 
replaced by 

Bjg8 + B8ß
sY£ + B3(l + ß

aYs)Ys + 3< üß^Y3 + Bs2ß
aY  (7b') 

where  31..,3:J  also have the values i iven in equation (5). 
This then coincides with equation (7b)(par. 40) and the 
values of are ns Indicated. 

THE CORRECTION FACT0HS  K,  AND  X- 

116.  Figure 6, used for determining Kx, needs little ex- 
planation.  It may be considered as representing the re- 
lations between the luler formula and the usual rules for 
designing columns in the long and short ranges, generalized 
so as to bo applicable to any type of stability problem, 
using tho broken lino marked "ideal" is equivalent to 
using the stress fit which buckling would theoretically 
occur, or the stress at which yielding of the material 
would occur, whichov r  is tho smaller.  The horizontal 
part of the line corresponds to the range in which buck- 
ling occurs first, and the sloping to the range in which 
the material yields first. 

117. The other lines allow for the fac 
uro of the material between the proport 
yield point (which can be considered fo 
pose to coincide with the "compressive s 
as well as initial crookedness and othe 
perfections, all reduce the ideal stren 
when tho structure is near to both type 
curve marked "good construction" follows 
column formula given in reference 1 (p. 
allowance for the effect of imperfectio 
uain range. Tho curve marked "rough con 
to some of the more pessimistic column 
liable strut tests fall between the two 

t that partial fail- 
ional limit and the 
r the present pur— 
trer.gth" for wood), 
r equivalent im— 
gth, especially 
s of failure.  The 
closely the short 
59) except for more 

ns in the long col— 
struction" is close 
formulas.  Host re- 
curves. 
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118. .Tlgur» 7, used for obtaining Ks, 
to consider the fact that tests on metal 
peolally under axial compression, have a 
deviations from theory. This is true ev 
ling •tresses are far below the proportl 
notarial, so that the cylinders are far 
column" range, and the factors consldere 
afford no explanation. The experimental 
from nearly 100 percent down to 20 peree 
the theoretical, so that blanket reducti 
hardly practical. To devise a reasonabl 
for such discrepancies under any and all 
quires some understanding of the causes 

is an attempt 
cylinders, es- 

lways shown large 
en when the buck— 
onal limit of the 
into the "long, 
d In figure fi 
strength varies 

nt and less, of 
on factors arc 
e way to allow 
conditions ro- 

of the phenomenon. 

.119, This quest 
reasonable expla, 
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fects give curvo 
or less rapidly, 
ture or other de 
the combination 
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maximum reslstan 
which- are not cl 
vlously not much 
depends but litt 

Ion has long been controversial 
nation has recently beon tads po 
rm'an ,ind Tsion (reference 7) alt 
osted by those authors does not 
actory.  If the load on a "porf. 
st its lateral deflect! 
orizontal or slightly r 
ined.  Practical struts 
s which approach this h 
depending on the amoun 

feet. Yielding eventua 
of direct and bending s 
the load at this point 

ce. This maximum, reals 
ose to yielding when th 
luss than that cf the 

le on the magnitude of 

a 
on, as sh 
ising lin 
with ini 

or isoatal 
t of init 
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measurin 
tance, fo 
ey buckle 
perfect s 
the initi 

but a 
ssiblo by 
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in itself 
ct" strut 
own in 
e after 
tial de- 
line more 

ial curva— 
s owing to 
d the curve 
g about the 
r struts 
, is ob— 
trut, and 
al defects. 

130. On the other hand, Karnan and Tsien (using a lar*:e 
deflection theory which it would be impractical to apply 
to our general problem) have shown that a compressed per- 
fect cylinder behaves, as shewn in figure lab, offorln- 
the flame resistance at first as is indicated by conven- 
tional theories ouch as the present Oüö, bat with raoilly 
falling resistance as the deflection increases.  Comparison 
of figures 18a and igb makes it evident that a practical 
cylinder with initial defects must behave as is indicated 
and will have a taximun re?istance which is EUCJJ less, than 
that of the /.erfect- cylinder and which is verjr dependent 
on the ::;a£nitude of the initial defects, even when "no" yield- 
ing of the material occurs, 

131. This conclusion that the reduction in strength depends 
principally on the initial imperfections in shape, su..-»e3ts 
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first that the reduction should be a function of the 
r*dius thickness ratio r/t as It is well known that 
auch defects are relatively much greater .In. very thin 
cylinders (reference 5, p. ?).  It Is a'lso logical that 
the reduction should he a function of the total number 
Of buckles over the surface of the specimen sn because 
the chance of large Imperfections of an unfavorable shape 
being present over an area corresponding to some of' the 
buckle» obviously Increases, with the total nüob'er of buckles 
which may occur,    '      . 

132. rlgure 19 shows the rather remarkable coordination 
of all the available test results on cylinders which it 
has been found possible to achieve on this basis.  The 
vertical coordinates of the points .represent the ratio 
between the experimental strength and the strength as 
given by the present theory, while the horizontal co- 
ordinates are. calculated from the critical m and  n 
predicted by the theory.  There is still a good deal' of 
scatter, but there obviously must -be. much scatter in the 
occur.ance of' unfavorable defects -In shape, and. the scatter 
is loss than has ever before been obtained In attempts to 
co-ordinate euch test results. ..... 

123.  The t.w.o curves in figures 7 and 19 represent the , 
minimum and .near—minimum of the paints.  If an allowance 
for scatter is. made in selecting the modulus of elasticity 
of the material, as discussed in paragraph 16, and if it 
Is. considered, that a good'' many of the uncertainties which 
general factors of. safety ordinarily have, to cover are be- 
ing separately allowed for, it seems conservative to use 
the good construction curves of both figures 6 and 7 for 
the design of aircraft structures. 

COffSIDEHATIOS 07 EDGE FIXITIES 

124, The met 
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flxlty'woUld tor«'no effect whatever'if this bending 
stiffness happened to be zero, no natter' what the other 
• tiffnestee' were. 

136,  the method was derived by experimenting with various 
functions which general experience Indicated to be reason- 
able, or which were suggested by approximate solutions of 
simplified cases, and has been checked'by comparing it to 
various special known solutions.  Since its justification 
depends entirely on these checks, and since' they should 
cover the hinged as well as other edge conditions, they 
are discussed' all together in the following section. 

CHECKS WITH PREVIOUS THEORIES 

126« First compare re 
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127,  The present theory differs from the previous one in 
tho correction for the finite length of the panel.  The' 
present method dpes this by requiring the number of half 
waves  m  to be a whole number, and uses a correction 
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factor  X  only for tho interferonce with the GUUBllAXAlX 
of the vmves rt  the panel ends.  Sho method of reference 
2 assumes first a wave length the same as for an infinitely 
long panel, and corrects (for the shear stress only) for 
the interference with tot!: the angularity and this length 
of wave, owing to the panel ends, by a factor  k8/(kg).,.; 
this simplifies tho method, hut this simplification could 
not bo used in the general application of the present 
theory in any case. 

138.  Further checks can he obtained with previous theories 
for Isotropie plates and shells.  For Isotropie sheets, 
equations (4lso) and (ii)   (par, 26) inserted in equation 
(7o») give for the case A and hinged edges: 

8aSa+ (l+8
aV8)Sl)+ 2p\s6 = S S- rg(eS+-

1
s+6Y

a
+ß

aY4+2+2p
2va) 

2(l-M.)0aYs+ Una(l+ßaY::)Ys + h(lVa)(l-t-paYa)8/P;Ya V*1 

32+0.03ß*+[(l+ii)a/(2-2u)]e3Ya+(l+ßaYa)a/ß3+2(l+ß3Y3T^mI/' J  ?is0 

120.  For the case of a cylinder in torsion  SB= SD= 0, 
K  = 1.  Selecting Y, m,  and  n  (n always . equals 1 in 
such a case) to minimize  SK, and assuming \i  = 0.3, the 
results in table V are obtained.  If the edges at the ends 
of the cylinders are fixed, then from equation (löa) (par. 
53) (n + l)s/n* = 4, and the long paren- 
thesis in the above equation is changed to 

o* 13YS + 
; 4 

4P V + 3 + 2ßV) (fit 

Again selecting  Y 'and  m  to minimize 
are also shown in the table, are obtained." Table V also 
shows the results obtained with the previous theory (refer- 
ence ö) for the same cases. Tor  long cylinders the correc- 
tion for edge fixity evidently has less effuct than it 
should have, but the effect is not very important horo. 
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TABUS V 

•"'. b'/rt 200 aooo 2o;ooo 

General description Short cylinder 
Medium 

length cylinder Long cylinder 

Edge Condition Hinged mod Hinged Tlxed Hinged Fixed 
l'ÜOc" " Beforonce 5 "»3.. 50 , 220 2l40 1300 »<ä - 'Fresoat 

theory liif .m 230 .235 1320 •I33O 

130,  For the case 0 
sa " ss B °. *• B 1. 
oase when Y = 0  an 
greater than one,  I 
theory checks the "c 
except for the term 
which has only, th ; 
found for  Sfc  by .1 
exact solution avail 
in this case, hut th 
present theory has 1 
cylinder is very sho 
test experience. 

f a cylinder under axial compression 
Sho minimum  So  is obtained in this 

d  m  and  n  are in general both 
t can easily be shown that the present 
laesicF.l" theory exactly for this enso 
0. 03ß Cj/ (0.030  in equation f?lg0)) 
light effect here of reducing the value 
fraction of 1 percent.  There" is no 
able to check the effect of edge fixity 
e correction for edge fixity of the 
ittle effect in this case unless the 
rt, which is entirely in acaord, with 

131'.  Similar results tire found in comparing the present 
theory with known theories for the buckling of .curved 
panels under axial compression.  All these cases constitute 
a good check of the treatment of the effect' of curvature 
in the present theory. 

132. Numerous solutions for 
flat panels are available fo 
r = 00 , a = 0 and the condi 
the first line alone of sq.ua 
figure 17 show the results 0 
the case of shear on a hinge 
known solutions. A similar 
ease of shear on an infinite 
sides fixed. No exact solut 
ison, for a finite panel wit 

the stability of Isotropie 
r comparison.  For this case 
tion for stability reduces to 
tion (7iso).  T^e curves of 
f applying this equation to 
d—edged panel, coi.parod to 
check is obtained far the 
ly long panel with the long 
ion is available, for compar— 
h fixed edges. • 
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133.  Figure 20 shows a comparison.'between the present 
theory and the exact (raf-erenc*- 8j p. 168)-for cpmpres—, 
•Ire loading of variou.» shapes of -panels, under various 
extreme edge conditions..  Che curves are extended, beyond 
the range in which a > b, as such a limitation is not 
necessary for this case.  These cases of- panels under 
widely varying conditions of loading, edv;e fixity, and 
proportions, with maximum errors of 20 percent on the 
conservative side and 10 percent on the unconservative 
side, represent a  reasonable check of the present theory's 
treatment of panel size and complete edge fixity. 

134. The treatment o 
zero (hinged) and cos: 
torsional stiffness o 
edge is attached, can 
Sunn (reference 9), 
obtained with the pre 
vious theory for the 
and for various torsi 
The case considered h 
similarly loaded pp.ne 
so that the effect of 
two panels. 

f fixities intermediate between 
plate fixity, and owing to. the. 
f the member to which the panel 
be checked against a solution by 

Figure 31 shows how the results 
sent theory compare with this pre- 
cise when  a  is greater than  b, 
°.S.5l stiffnosges of the side members. 
ere is that of several adjacent and 
Is, as in semi—monoccjue construction, 
each Bide member is divided 'between 

135.  The treatment of intermediate fixities owins to dis- 
tributed elastic resistance to rotation can be checke-1 

against the case of a strut with elastically clamped ends, 
A very long flat panel, under compression  S0  in the di- 
rection of the short side, is under the same condition as 
a strut, except that the "plate modulus"  £ = E/(l — ji2) 
takes the place of  E.  This is the only kind of buck- 
ling of stiffened panels which is considered in reference 
1.  Tigure 22 shows the results obtained with the present 
theory for a simple Isotropie panel under these conditions, 
compared to the exact solution.  A similar check could be 
expected for plywood and for stiffened panels if an exact 
solution were available for comparison. 

SXFsaikEIfTAI CHECKS 

136.  Tigure 19 affords a comparison between the present 
theory, with the correction factors Z1     and Z£  and 
numerous tests on cylinders,  Unfortunatoly tests on panels 
of metal or plywood have almost all been made under indeter- 
minate edge conditions, and also practically all available 
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reports on tests of plywopd panels or cylinders are lack— 
,ing in eone of the essential data»'- Tests on plywood"con- 
structions under determinate conditions are greatly 
needed.1 figure 29 suggests a method of testing which 
would permit the conditions of the sheet to he knows and 
to approximate those In semi—monpeoque construction, and 
which would et the sane tine permit the resistance of the 
sheet to he isolated from that of.longitudinal stiffenera, 

137, - The tests of plywood cylinders Included in figure 
19 are taken from the most complete- reports available, hut 
some of the data were uncertain even in these cases,  Shis 
quite proseihly accounts for the greater scatter in these 
teste compared to metal cylinders. 

I 
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TABLE II 

Stress 
combination 

Positivo 
shear 

Eau.il 
posit:! -'S 
shear and 

cosrpreBtfior. 

i —— — 

pirn 

TsOTVlI 
rc.rft.tiva 
"'.i ri Flu'. 

C--.I -<) •: ii."; 

Negative 
shear 

°theor stab 
(circles, fig. lib) 

3160 llAO 2120 J.S7C 1+820 

^nat strength 
(See par. 79) 

3U00 2000 2300 2000 3U00 

stheor stab 

"mat strength 0.93 0.72 0.92 0.9U 1/0.71 

Ki (fir,. 6) 0.68 O.96 0.89 0.67 0.66 

Critical m 3 2 

Critical n 1 1 

y 

0.22 0.21* 
/ma b       /    mn 12 

v ioBt "*l 10 sx 0.19 

K3 (fig. 7) O.90 0.91 

"prp.ct ctr.b 
= %i K2 StJleor stat 

2500 121+0 1700 1U6C 2880 



MM Taoaoloal lot! lo. Ill 
TAIL! Ill - rrploal Tabular Solution of Out A' Problea 

»..»a 
(0*« »lndlar for• for Oaao B' probloma except that 
b, ,  bj--.  E'er» eubltltutod tor A,, Af--# a, , *f",  .' 

•<• • 1) 
a 

M 
• 

9.7 
10.3 

2* 
1 

18.5 
15.8 

96 
1 

18.5 
13.8 

a.k.U .89 .98 .39 

r o     .as   .50   .79 0     .89    .90 .75 0      .25    .90    .79 
A, •,   e l.»0 e, 
A,e,  •   .89 e. 
A,»; • 1.95 «. 

0        0        0         .1 
o     .1    .2    .5 

23.0 23."i 21.0 25.< 

0       0       .1 
0         .1       .2 

5.7   6.1   6.8 
:I 

8.1 
9.0 

0        0         .1       .1 
0         .1       .2       .5 

18.5 12.9 13.5 15.0 
12.5 13.0 13.6 19.6 2AI»I • A' 23.0 23.6 20.2 26.0 5.7   6.2   7.1 

0, 0,   • 1.36 0, 
0.0,   • 3.6* 0, 
0,oJ • 1.19 o, 

.1       .1       .1       .1 oo     .1    .a 
25.5 85.8 26.2 26.0 

•5     .5     .5 
0       .1      .3 

6.3   6.8   7.5 

.5 

.7 
9.0 

.2       .2       .2       .2 
0         0         .2       .3 

)t.O 1*.* 15.0 16.7 
2 Old • c' 89.6 25.9 86.» 20.; 6.8   T.»   6.3 10.2 1».2 1*.6 15.* 17.2 

202 (ft)* • (Jg5*-)* • *0 22.« 90 

"Do "do • K/0' do 
D,d.   e    273 d, 

D,dr» "873 d, 
Dedf • 1.3B d. 

20.I 80.« 20.6 20.6 
0        0        0        0 

121    12*    127    135 
.1     .3      .6   1.1 

1.8    1.»    1.5    1.5 

75     79     77 
.1      .1      .1 
«»     *8     53 
.1      .3      .6 

1.*   1.»    1.5 

79 
.1 
6* 

1.1 
1.7 

178   180   181   I83 
.1    .1    .1    .1 
91     95     9?   109 
.1      .3      .6   1.1 

_1.»   1.«   1.9   1.9 
271    877   882 ~fn ' J   »Id}  e s' 1*9   1*6   150   158 121   125   198 lit, 

(Btd, + P.d,) e ..I78(d, » a.) 

5J1 :   i.fc " 
0     -.3    -.6    -.8 

T,," 'Hi ~i»9   157 
"»   1*6   151   159 

0     -.3    -.6 -.9 0     -.3    -.6    -.9 
„,   277   881   29»" 
271   277   883   296 , 

.039 
.„ 1 10.8 11.0 11.5 ' 
10,6 10.8 11.1 11.6 

0     .08    .15    .88 ' 
1.87 1.93 2.00 2.05 
1.87 2.01 2.15 2.27 

1M   125   131 181   129   139 
1*5 
1*7 

12.5 
12.7 

.51" 
2.2* 
2.75 

L          s«Viooo e jo/a* • a .086 .086 
""   , 1Ö.7 11.3 
10•* 10.7 11.5 

0      .17    .33 

1.87 1.9* 2.05 
1.87 2.11 2.38 

i > • It 
• 1- • f- 

,s , 12.6 12.8 13.9 
I    lao 12.6 13.0 13.7 

•a 

«» • fet^l'b " 1-87 lb 
1.87 t * •• 

0     .0*    .08    .12 

1.87 1.89 1.M2 2.00 
1.67 1.93 2.U0 2.12 

Iq.roa.snaar  u             ..   „ 
l Coaoreealon/1000   S./(1.PY»D*»S) 
CoBpraaalonAoOO       8*/(1.67»b) 
Eq.lfeR.Sheer 
a Coapraeelon/1000   5-/(1.87«,*», ) 

6.6   6.9   6.«   6.« 
6.6   i.7   6.7   6.8 

6.6   6.6   6.5   6.5 

.5.6   5.1   ».7 
5.6   5.5   5.5 

5.6   5-1   «.8 

5:1 
*.6 

5.7   5.»   5.1    5.1 
5.7   5.6.5.5   5.6 

5.7   5.»   5.8   5.1 
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5A3LS IV 

Stress 
combination 

Posi- 
tive 
shear 

Equal 
positive 
shear And 

compression 

Cocpres- 
sion 

Equal 
negative 
shear and 

cccpressicn 

Nega- 
tive 
shear 

*> o 

^theor stab 
(circles, fie. 12) 

M500 5500 U600 

Tint strength 2000 2300 2000 

"aat strength 

^theor Btab 
o.m 0.1+2 0.U3 

Kx (fi£. 6) 0.U3 0.U0 O.Ul 

u a a 6 it 
<H 
•H 
4^ 

stheor stab 
(cospression orJ.y) 

- ,_1.05X1700000   . 
S* •  $8000   St=5-2Sb 23500 28600 2hQ00 

sm.-it strength 
(reference 1, p. lh) 7000 7000 7000 

e 
"xat strength 

^theor stab 
0.30 0.25 0.29 

Ki (fig. 6) 0.29 0.2h 0.28 

Critical a, n 2U,1 

0.15 
/an a        /l x 1 x 2U 

•i /  _ „ */ 
•J  105t' V lCr'x O.UU 

Ka (fip. 7) O.9U 

43 
o u 
M 

'pract stab 
= Kj K3 Sthoor. :;tnb 1220 12U0 1220 

Fprrct stab 
(fror, table II) 2500 12U0 1700 1U60 2880 

?t>ract strb 
(critical) 2500 1220 12U0 1220 2S80 
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Figs. 3a, b 
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Fig». 17,18 
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